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Brazilian captain's
life in Wuhan
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Heavy rains and winds
sweep city
By Tao Changning

By Zhan Song

With the implementation of
the Belt and Road initiative, the
domestic aviation industry has
been exploring hub construction
and expanding its overseas
business. More foreign pilots
have gradually begun to join
the Chinese aviation industry to
serve passengers from all
around the world.
The 52-year-old Brazilian
pilot, Fabio Andre De Carli,
has been a pilot for Brazil's
two largest airlines for nearly
30 years. He has 15,000
hours of flight time experience.
In 2018, China Eastern
Airlines sent an invitation to
Fabio. He then came to Wuhan
with his wife, Evelyn Olive De
Carli, and their two sons. One
year was enough for him to fall
in love with this city. What
surprises him most is the rapid
development of Wuhan's metro,
which makes people's lives here
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more convenient.
In his spare time in
Wuhan, Fabio always has fun
with his wife and children.
They cook food at home,
practice golf, or ride bicycles
together.
Fabio speaks highly of the
sense of security the city gives
to its citizens. This is also the
main reason why he brought
his two boys to learn about

Chinese culture in Wuhan.
Fabio thinks that Chinese
pilots are very dedicated. After
having worked for some time
with them, Fabio has
successfully integrated into their
friendly team. They respect and
help each other. In order to
learn Chinese as soon as
possible, Fabio hired a Chinese
teacher to teach him and his
wife at home.

Firefighting hero comes back home
By Yao Chuanlong

The Hubei firefighter Wang
Yaofeng, who lost his life while
putting out a forest fire in
Sichuan Province, was flown
back to Wuhan on April 5, the
traditional Chinese Tomb
Sweeping Day. Wang was
accompanied by his parents.
Wang Yaofeng's comradesin-arms escorted his ashes
from the apron of the Wuhan
Tianhe Airport to the
Xiaochang Heroes' Cemetery
for burial. Along Xiaochang
Road, locals spontaneously lined
up to pay their respect to the
hero.
On March 30, 2019, a
forest fire broke out in Muli
County, Sichuan. The
firefighting team in which Wang
served received the report and
rushed to the spot. While they
were striving to put out the
fire, an explosion broke out as
a result of a sudden change of
wind direction, and thirty-one
officers and soldiers including
Wang were caught up in the
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blaze and unfortunately lost
their lives.
Wang was a native of
Xiaochang, Hubei Province. He
joined the army in 2013. He
liked playing basketball, and the
game of CrossFire. He was also
fond of street dancing. During a
party last New Year's Day, he
offered to give a street dancing
performance, which made
everyone feel very happy. His
colleague Zhang Kang recalled
that Wang was a conscientious
fellow and he was often found
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to be still engaged in physical
training alone at 8 o'clock in
the evening.
Both his parents work in
Wuhan. After the accident,
Wang's parents went to
Sichuan to pick up their son's
ashes and bring him "back
home." The accompanying staff
said that the elderly couple
were heartbroken, and that they
tried hard to hold back their
tears during the memorial
service. His mother said that
she was proud of her son.

Weather in Wuhan seems to
have developed a unique style of its
own. People living in the city can
sometimes experience four seasons in
one single day. After a sunny holiday
during the past Qingming Festival,
Wuhan experienced a big drop in
temperature accompanied by heavy
rains and winds on April 9. A cold
wave swept the city, reducing the
temperature to 7℃. Some cities in
Hubei even encountered a hailstorm.
However, Wuhan's weather is
expected to return to a more normal
feeling of spring — when daily highs
will reach 23℃ during the weekend.

Blue economy pioneer's
ecology class
By Gao Baoyan

On April 9, Gunter Pauli, author
of The Blue Economy, gave a lecture
on ecology and sustainability at
Wuhan Foreign Languages School.
Gunter Pauli is a Belgian
scientist who stunned the world with
creative concept of "blue economy"
model. Blue economy began as a
project to find one hundred of the
best nature-inspired technologies that
could effect the economies of the
world, while sustainably providing
basic human needs. During his
speech, he shared trends that are
revolutionizing food and fuel
production with local students. His
creations include successfully turning
corn straws into fertile soil,
manufacturing clothes with outer
layer of coffee fruit, and
industrialization of stone paper. He
encouraged students to develop a
vision about sustainability, and get
involved into environmental protection.
His book, Gunter′s Fables, was
introduced into China as an
ecological education program. It's a
collection of stories created for kids
all based in real scientific facts.

